13-15 Yrs (Pages 1 – 7)

11-13 Yrs (Pages 8 – 13)

9 – 11 Yrs (Pages 14 - 17)

13 - 15 Years – Mini Courses
Sustainable Tourism - T206
Tourists are reaching the 'four corners of the globe' in
greater numbers than ever before. And in their
interest to take the perfect Instagram shot, or fulfil a
'bucket list' dream, they run the risk of destroying the
very features they were attracted to in the first place.
In this course, we explore what sustainable tourism is,
how it can work, and why more and more countries
around the world are relying on changing how
tourism happens.
Subjects: Business, Travel&Tourism, Geography, Environmental Management,
Development Studies
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Business A to Z - B301
The best of business, compressed into one short
course! A delightful taster course, exploring the core
aspects of what business is all about. What does
running a business involve? Do Finance and
Accounting do different tasks in a business? What on
earth are the 4 P’s? Perfect for learners interested in
an overview of how business works or considering
studying business further!
Subjects: Business, Economics, Travel&Tourism
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Marvellous Marketing - B302
Marketing and Advertising – we explore the 4P's –
product, price, promotion and place.
We review some of the best and worst examples of
advertising, evaluate products and services that
should never have been launched, and consider
brand names that will make you laugh out loud!

Subjects: Business, Travel&Tourism
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Business Power - B303
Robotics and AI or skilled human talent? Leaders or
Managers? Young entrepreneurs or experienced
Executives? How do "human resources" (that's 'people', to
you and me) make or break a business?
This course looks at the word 'power' from a few angles:
-at a production level, what is the role of technology/AI
versus human labour
-business leadership and wielding power within the business
(what does it take to be a good leader, where does 'power'
actually come from (fear, inspiration, etc.))
-how businesses are more and more powerful in society (more than governments?)
Perfect for the budding entrepreneur, sociologist or economist!
Subjects: Business, Sociology
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Uncharted Territory - M402
In this course, we explore the techniques and rules to
create different types of charts and graphs, and why
you can only use certain types of chart for certain
types of data. What is a population pyramid? Are
pie charts useful all of the time? How do you read a
histogram? How can you turn a lot of information
into an easy-to-understand visual?
A superb course for understanding core visuals in
mathematics.
Subjects: Mathematics, Statistics, Psychology, Sociology, Geography,
Environmental Management, Development Studies
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Illusions and Perception - P502 (Psychology)
How do optical illusions work? Why do we sometimes
see things that are not there at all? How does the
human eye see? In this course, we look at how
perception - how our eyes work and how our brain
processes information.
A brilliant course for learners interested in science,
how the human body works or psychology.

Subjects: Psychology, Science
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Neuroscience/Brainy stuff - P503 (Psychology)
Do we only have lobes on our ears? Where do
feelings of ‘love’ come from? How can you be blind
if your eyes are undamaged?
In this course, we explore the fascinating world of
neuroscience and how the human brain works.
A fascinating course for any learner interested in
science, how the human body works or psychology.
Subjects: Psychology, Science
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Sleep and Dreaming - P504 (Psychology)
Do dreams really have meaning? Why do we sleep?
And how does the sun 'power' a variety of our most
basic human activities.
Join this course to find out all about everything from
Sigmund Freud to why living in a cave can tell us
about the importance of light for our bodies.

Subjects: Psychology, Science
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Economic A,B,Cs - E603
Why does money burn a hole in your pocket (not just
yours, everyone's!)? Who cares that the 'value of
the pound' is going up or down? And how can you
put an electric car in a 'basket of goods'?
Join this fun and interactive look at the key
economic principles that power business, consumer
behaviour, and the world.

Subjects: Economics, Development, Geography, Travel&Tourism, Environmental
Studies, Business
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Media & Society - S702
Does it make a difference if TV shows show women
doing housekeeping and show men racing cars?
Does it matter if someone rich and powerful owns a
newspaper? And what is the impact of social media
on peoples' lives today?
Join this fun and interactive course to explore the
relationship between media and society.

Subjects: Sociology, Business
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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UK Law, Power &Politics - S703
Law, Politics and Citizenship in the UK – how are laws
created in the UK? what does ‘citizenship’ actually
mean? what is the difference between being a
deviant and being a criminal?
An ideal course for young people interested in law,
politics, philosophy and sociology.

Subjects: Sociology, Law, Politics
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Fossil Fuels Fracas / Global Warming - G805
Fossil fuels have driven progress and development around
the world for the past 200 years.
From fracking to drilling, this course explores where fossil
fuels come from, how they were formed, and some of the
alternatives currently being considered - from hydro
electric dams to wave and tidal power.
We look at the impact on global warming - becoming a
concern for young people around the world who are
making their voices heard through petitions,
demonstrations and more!
Subjects: Geography, Environmental Management, Development Studies
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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ENGLISH COURSES (for course timing, see the schedule at the end of the document)
EB2 - Skills Builder - Creative Writing (6 weeks £60) - IGCSE Level
An engaging and gentle approach to planning, interesting structural devices,
ambitious vocabulary and literary devices, proofreading and editing.
EB4 - Skills Builder - Transactional Writing (6 weeks £60) – IGCSE Level
Focuses on identifying the purposes of non-fiction texts, examining their structure and
use of language, planning our own writing to incorporate relevant genre conventions,
rhetorical devices, layout, language, structure, proofreading and editing.
EE1 - IGCSE English Language Preparation (6 weeks £60) - 13+
Get ready to begin your IGCSE studies next academic year by learning the basics of
the skills that you will need to succeed. This course will help you to be able to read and
understand a range of fiction and non-fiction texts, read for meaning, use quotations,
comment on the writer's use of language, form and structure, and make connections
and comparisons between texts. We will also develop your writing skills by exploring the
purposes and conventions of a range of fiction and non-fiction texts, practice
planning, drafting and editing and improve your vocabulary and use of literary and
rhetorical devices.
EE2 - IGCSE English Literature Preparation (6 weeks £60) - 13+
Prepare for the commencement of your IGCSE English literature studies next academic
year by exploring poetry, prose and drama. Learn to use quotations from the texts to
support your ideas and to comment on the writer's use of language, form and
structure, whilst at the same time improving the quality of your own academic writing.
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11 – 13 yrs – Mini Courses and Subscription Courses
Earthly Tourism - T205
Beaches, waterfalls, geysers, oceans and seas are all
key drivers behind why people choose their holiday
destinations!
In this course, we look at some of the major
geographical features of the world and why these
attract tourists to various destinations around the
world.
This course is ideal for learners interested in tourism,
business, geography and international development.
Subjects: Geography, Travel&Tourism
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Disasters & Dilemmas - G802
Volcanoes, hurricanes and earthquakes … need we
say more?
We will - this course explores where on earth natural
hazards happen, why and how they happen, and
how we can prepare ourselves.

Subjects: Geography, Environmental Management
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Food For Life - G804
Don't log in hungry, this course explores where our
favourite foods come from, how they are grown, and
whether they will be around for future generations.
Farming isn't just for country folk!

Subjects: Geography, Environmental Management, Business, Development
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Inventive Architecture - A901
Where can you find schools shaped like cats,
government buildings shaped like books, and
highway overpasses built for animals?
This course looks at leading edge architecture and
engineering of the 20th and 21st centuries and how it
is changing how we (and other living creatures) live
our lives.
Subjects: Art & Design
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Fashion History (1) - A902
When were left/right shoes invented? How did ‘dhoti
pants’ change India’s course of history? How have
colours changed gender?
This course is a fun and interactive look at some of
the history of fashion and how fashion has influenced
history.

Subjects: Art & Design, History
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
Jewels and Gems - A903
In this course we explore the history of some of the
world's most famous pieces of jewellery, why gems
matter, and the science behind our fascination with
all that glitters!
From the period table to period dramas, jewels and
gems have intrigued us or centuries.

Subjects: Art & Design, Geography, History
Structure:
• Courses run over 6 weeks
• 6 * 55minute engaging and interactive tutorials
• Engaging and challenging weekly activities are also included (optional)
• This course offers opportunity for discussions with diverse classmates from around
the world; projects and activities; tutor feedback; and much more!
• This course is available in two formats: Online, Live and Online,
Recorded/Flexible Timing
Course Timing:
o Online, Live: Spring 2021
o Online, Recorded/Flexible Timing: Enrol at any time
Course Fees: £30 GBP
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Ellis’s Worldventures (Secondary)
World-ventures – covering 5 core subjects, our
inquisitive character ‘Ellis’ will take learners on an
incredible journey through different times and
places, exploring key curriculum topics along the
way.
An unconventional ‘course’ where you can step
into Ellis’s life of adventure and exploration.
Written in first person, to the young person, Ellis
brings ideas and concepts embedded within an
entertaining storyline. These courses are designed
to teach key curriculum ideas by building in
foundation concepts without repetition and
traditional ‘practice questions’.
Your young person will be eagerly anticipating Ellis’s weekly updates (with a lesson
buried within!), activities, and interactions … a creative and interactive way to
develop pre- and early-Secondary stage knowledge.
Structure:
• Worldventures runs over 50 weeks, with weekly updates every Monday
• Each week brings Ellis’s “update” which includes:
• a new engaging and interactive 30min video story
• story document
• engaging and interactive activities
(with curriculum content built in!)
• Just log in to our learning platform each week, and find the latest update from
Ellis’s worldventure
Course Starts Dates:
New enrolments for the full ‘course’ start on the 1st of each month, beginning
January 1st 2021
Course Fees:
Available for a yearly subscription fee of only £50
There are 5 different ‘courses’:
WVS1: Ellis’s Worldventures – Mathematics
Some of the curriculum topics covered include: geometry, graphs, ratios,
percentages, scale, variables and more!
WVS2: Ellis’s Worldventures – English
Some of the curriculum topics that are covered include: fiction and non-fiction,
short stories, poems and scripts with a wide coverage of genres, historical periods,
forms and authors.
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WVS3: Ellis’s Worldventures – Geography
Some of the curriculum topics that are covered include: energy, population,
development, weather, tourism, landscapes and more!
WVS4: Ellis’s Worldventures – Science
Some of the curriculum topics that are covered include: cells, respiration,
photosynthesis, ecosystems, the periodic table, the rock cycle, and much more!
WVS5: Ellis’s Worldventures – Design & Technology
The curriculum elements cover a range of domestic and local contexts [for
example, the home, health, leisure and culture], and industrial contexts [for
example, engineering, manufacturing, construction, food, energy, agriculture
(including horticulture) and fashion].

ENGLISH Short Courses (for timing, see the schedule at the end of the document)
EB1 - Skills Builder - Creative Writing (6 weeks £60)
A dynamic and fun introduction to narrative writing looking at skills such as creating a
sense of place, structure, characterisation, narrative voice, and dialogue.
EB3 - Skills Builder - Transactional Writing (6 weeks £60)
An introduction to non-fiction writing covering the conventions of a range of text types
such as articles, blogs, reports, reviews, diaries, travel writing, nature writing, and formal
and informal letters.
EB5 - Skills Builder - Analysing Literary Texts (4 weeks £45)
Explore a range of literary texts across poetry, prose and drama. Learn to analyse,
interpret and evaluate the different forms and to comment meaningfully on the writer's
message and intention together with the impact on the audience. Explore the ways in
which writers manipulate language, form and structure to achieve specific effects.
Develop your understanding of the connections between texts and contexts and
improve the quality of your own academic writing.
EB6 - Skills Builder - Analysing Non-Fiction Texts (4 weeks £45)
Explore a range of non-fiction texts and learn to identify and evaluate the writer's
purpose. Become familiar with different genre conventions and how to comment
meaningfully on the writer's use of these. Practice producing your own nonfiction texts
and learn to adapt your writing for different genres, audiences and purposes.
EB7 - Skills Builder - Analysing Poetry (4 weeks £45)
Learn to analyse any poem through an exploration of poetic forms. Understand how
poems work and practice commenting in a meaningful way on the writer's use of
language, form and structure through the application of a framework for poetic
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analysis. The course covers poetry across the ages and cultures.
EB8 - Skills Builder - Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (6 weeks £60)
Improve the technical accuracy of your writing through a range of fun and engaging
activities together with strategies to help you to improve your spelling and punctuation
and proofread your own work.
EI1 - Introduction to Poetry (6 weeks £60)
Explore poetry through the ages, learn to recognise and use different poetic forms,
learn to interpret poetry and to comment on the use of language, form and structure.
Practice writing poems of your own, experimenting with imagery, rhythm, and voice.
EI2 - Introduction to Drama (6 weeks £60)
Explore the purpose and experience of theatre throughout history. Learn about the
structure of drama and aspects of stagecraft. Practice writing monologues and
dialogue and learn about characterisation and character development.
EI3 - Introduction to 19th Century Literature (6 weeks £60)
Immerse yourself in a range of 19th century literature and explore common themes
and conventions. Familiarise yourself with the language of the age and learn to
analyse and comment on the writer's use of language, form and structure. Explore the
connections between significant historical events and the literature of the age.
EI4 - Introduction to the Gothic (6 weeks £60)
Explore gothic conventions and their contributions to the modern horror genre. Learn
to identify Gothic elements in film, literature, art and architecture. Explore the
popularity of the Gothic in literature as a medium to challenge societal beliefs and
expectations. Practice using Gothic conventions to produce your own piece of Gothic
literature.
EI5 - Introduction to Shakespeare (6 weeks £60)
Introduction to Shakespeare short course: want to explore the way that historical
events and Elizabethan/Jacobean society shaped Shakespeare's dramas? Want to
understand the differences between tragedy, comedy, and history plays? Are you
interested in how Shakespeare remains so relevant in the 21st century? This fascinating
short course considers all these issues and more and provides an excellent contextual
foundation for those looking to study English Literature further.
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9-11yrs – Mini Courses and Subscription Courses
Ellis’s Worldventures
World-ventures – covering 5 core subjects, our
inquisitive character ‘Ellis’ will take learners on an
incredible journey through different times and
places, exploring key curriculum topics along the
way.
An unconventional ‘course’ where you can step
into Ellis’s life of adventure and exploration.
Written in first person, to the young person, Ellis
brings ideas and concepts embedded within an
entertaining storyline. These courses are designed
to teach key curriculum ideas by building in
foundation concepts without repetition and
traditional ‘practice questions’.
Your young person will be eagerly anticipating Ellis’s weekly updates (with a lesson
buried within!), activities, and interactions … a creative and interactive way to
develop pre- and early-Secondary stage knowledge.
~~~~~~~~
Structure:
• Worldventures runs over 50 weeks, with weekly updates every Monday
• Each week brings Ellis’s “update” which includes:
• a new engaging and interactive 30min video story
• story document
• engaging and interactive activities
(with curriculum content built in!)
• Just log in to our learning platform each week, and find the latest update from
Ellis’s worldventure
Course Starts Dates:
New enrolments for the full ‘course’ start on the 1st of each month, beginning
January 1st 2021
Course Fees:
Available for a yearly subscription fee of only £50
Available in 5 different ‘courses’:
*WV1: Ellis's Worldventures - Mathematics
Some of the mathematics topics covered within Ellis's Worldventures include:
whole numbers, negative numbers, rounding, order of operations, fractions,
decimals and more!
*WV2: Ellis’s Worldventures – English
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Some of the curriculum topics covered in Ellis's Worldventures include: root words,
prefixes and suffixes, distinguish between statements of fact and opinion,
metaphor, simile, analogy, imagery, and more!
*WV3: Ellis’s Worldventures – Geography
Some of the curriculum topics covered include: physical geography, human
geography, latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern
Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the
Prime/Greenwich Meridian, time zones and more!
*WV4: Ellis’s Worldventures – History
Some of the fascinating topics covered within Ellis’s Worldventures include: stone
age, bronze age, iron age, the Roman Empire, the Aztecs, the Industrial Revolution,
Chinese Dynasties and more!
*WV5: Ellis’s Worldventures – Science
Some of the fascinating topics included within Ellis’s Worldventures include:
classification systems and naming, human biology (circulation, respiration, brain
function), adaptation, light, electricity and more!
Green Architecture - F201
We look at houses built over waterfalls, overpasses for
animal traffic and trees made of iron.
Looking at the art of architecture through an
environmental perspective.
Courses run over 6 weeks
Lesson sessions run approx. 40 mins
Engaging and challenging weekly activities
£26 per course
Subjects covered: geography, environment, art and design
Online & Interactive - Live: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Online & Flexible/Recorded - at your own pace: Enrol anytime
Businesses & Brands - F202
There are brands all around us, influencing what we
do and think.
This course looks at some popular brands to see what
they have done well (and not so well!).
Courses run over 6 weeks
Lesson sessions run approx. 40 mins
Engaging and challenging weekly activities
£26 per course
Subjects covered: business
Online & Interactive - Live: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Online & Flexible/Recorded - at your own pace: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
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Roman Numerals - F203
Latin may be a dead language, but understanding
Roman Numerals is an important life skill - after all,
how else would you figure out why M&Ms was the
Official Candy of the New Millennium!
Courses run over 6 weeks
Lesson sessions run approx. 40 mins
Engaging and challenging weekly activities
£26 per course
Subjects covered: mathematics, history
Online & Interactive - Live: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Online & Flexible/Recorded - at your own pace: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Solar System Science - F204
Venusian pancake volcanoes, methane snow, and
diamond planets all make an appearance in this
course exploring the wonders of space!
Courses run over 6 weeks
Lesson sessions run approx. 40 mins
Engaging and challenging weekly activities
£26 per course
Subjects covered: science
Online & Interactive - Live: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Online & Flexible/Recorded - at your own pace: Enrol anytime
The Silk Road - F207
When spices were more precious than diamonds,
trade across Asia in the Middle Ages didn't just bring
food, but also ideas, mathematics and philosophies.
Courses run over 6 weeks
Lesson sessions run approx. 40 mins
Engaging and challenging weekly activities
£26 per course
Subjects covered: history
Online & Interactive - Live: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Online & Flexible/Recorded - at your own pace: Enrol anytime
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Pumpkin Pie STEM - F208 (Foundation Mini Course - 6 sessions x 40 mins)
Using the humble pumpkin pie as our foundation, we
look at science, technology, engineering and
mathematics.
Courses run over 6 weeks
Lesson sessions run approx. 40 mins
Engaging and challenging weekly activities
£26 per course
Subjects covered: science, technology, engineering, mathematics
Online & Interactive - Live: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
Online & Flexible/Recorded - at your own pace: Spring 2021 (dates TBC)
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SECONDARY – ENGLISH COURSE SCHEDULE (Winter/Spring)
JANUARY 2021
Mondays
1
4
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (1/15 wks) FULL

2

3

4

Tuesdays
5
9-10 SPaG
– EB8 A(1/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 (1/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 A(1/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 A(1/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 A(1/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to the
Gothic
– EI4 (1/6wks)
11
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (2/15 wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (1/15 wks)
12
9-10 SPaG
– EB8 A(2/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 (2/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 A(2/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 A(2/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 A(2/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to the
Gothic
– EI4 (2/6wks)
18
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (3/15 wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (2/15 wks)
19
9-10 SPaG
– EB8 A(3/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 (3/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 A(3/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 A(3/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 A(3/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to the
Gothic
– EI4 (3/6wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (3/15 wks)

25
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (4/15 wks)

26
9-10 SPaG
– EB8 A(4/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 (4/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 A(4/6 wks)

Wednesdays
6

13

20

27

Thursdays
7
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 A(1/6wks)

Fridays
8
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 A(1/4 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro
to Drama
- EI2 A(1/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 A (1/6 wks)

12:30-13:30
Analysing NonFiction
– EB6 A(1/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (1/15 wks)

14
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 A(2/6wks)

15
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 A(2/4 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro
to Drama
- EI2 A(2/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 A (2/6 wks)

12:30-13:30
Analysing NonFiction
– EB6 A(2/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (2/15 wks)

21
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 A(3/6wks)

22
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 A(3/4 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro
to Drama
- EI2 A(3/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 A (3/6 wks)

12:30-13:30
Analysing NonFiction
– EB6 A(3/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (3/15 wks)

28
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 A(4/6wks)

29
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 A(4/4 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro
to Drama

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
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5

6

7

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 A(4/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 A(4/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to the
Gothic
– EI4 (4/6wks)
FEBRUARY
1
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (5/15 wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (4/15 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 A(5/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 A(5/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 B(1/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 A(5/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to the
Gothic
– EI4 (5/6wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (5/15 wks)

8
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (6/15 wks)

9
9-10 SPaG
– EB8 A(6/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 A(6/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 A(6/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 B(2/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 A(6/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to the
Gothic
– EI4 (6/6wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (6/15 wks)

15
Half-term
22
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (7/15 wks)

16

17

23
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 B (1/6wks)

24

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 B(1/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 IGCSE
Lit Exam Skills
-EL4 (1/6wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 B(3/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 B(1/6 wks)

2
9-10 SPaG
– EB8 A(5/6 wks)

3

10

- EI2 A(4/6 wks)

- EI3 A (4/6 wks)

12:30-13:30
Analysing NonFiction
– EB6 A(4/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (4/15 wks)

4
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 A(5/6wks)

5
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 B(1/4 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro
to Drama
- EI2 A(5/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 A (5/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (1/8 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (5/15 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 B(1/4 wks)
11
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 A(6/6wks)

14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 B(1/6 wks)
12
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 B(2/4 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro
to Drama
- EI2 A(6/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 A (6/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (2/8 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (6/15 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 B(2/4 wks)
18

14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 B(2/6 wks)
19

25
9-10 IGCSE
Transactional
Writing
– EB4 A (1/6wks)

26
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 B(3/4 wks)

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(1/8wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 B (1/6 wks)

12:30-13:30 An

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
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14-15 IGCSE Lang
Exam Skills
– EL2 (1/6 wks)

8

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (7/15 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 B(3/4 wks)

2
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 B (2/6wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 B(2/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 IGCSE
Lit Exam Skills
-EL4 (2/6wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 B(4/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 B(2/6 wks)

8
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (9/15 wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (8/15 wks)
9
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 B (3/6wks)
10:30-11:30 IGCSE
Lit Exam Skills
-EL4 (3/6wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 C(1/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 B(3/6 wks)

15
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (10/15 wks)

3

10

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (9/15 wks)
16
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 B (4/6wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 B(4/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 IGCSE
Lit Exam Skills
-EL4 (4/6wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 C(2/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 B(4/6 wks)

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(2/8wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 B (2/6 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 B(4/4 wks)
11
9-10 IGCSE
Transactional
Writing
– EB4 A (3/6wks)

12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (5/8 wks)

17

14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 B(3/6 wks)

5
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 B(4/4 wks)

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(3/8wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 B(3/6 wks)

– EL3 (7/15 wks)

4
9-10 IGCSE
Transactional
Writing
– EB4 A (2/6wks)

12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (4/8 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 B(2/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 B(3/6 wks)

14-15 IGCSE Lang
Exam Skills
– EL2 (3/6 wks)

10

Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (3/8 wks)

MARCH
1
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (8/15 wks)

14-15 IGCSE Lang
Exam Skills
– EL2 (2/6 wks)

9

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 B(1/6 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 C(1/4 wks)
18
9-10 IGCSE
Transactional
Writing
– EB4 A (4/6wks)
10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(4/8wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (8/15 wks)
14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 B(4/6 wks)

12
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 C(1/4 wks)
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 B (3/6 wks)
12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (9/15 wks)
14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 B(5/6 wks)

19
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 C(2/4 wks)
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 B (4/6 wks)
12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
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14-15 IGCSE Lang
Exam Skills
– EL2 (4/6 wks)

11

22
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (11/15 wks)

12

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (10/15 wks)
23
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 B (5/6wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 B(5/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 IGCSE
Lit Exam Skills
-EL4 (5/6wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 C(3/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 B(5/6 wks)

14-15 IGCSE Lang
Exam Skills
– EL2 (5/6 wks)

29
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (12/15 wks)

12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (6/8 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 B(4/6 wks)

24

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(5/8wks)
12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (7/8 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 B(5/6 wks)
3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (11/15 wks)
30
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 B (6/6wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 B(6/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 IGCSE
Lit Exam Skills
-EL4 (6/6wks)

12:30-13:30 Analysing
Literary Texts
– EB5 C(4/4 wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE
Creative Writing
– EB2 B(6/6 wks)

14-15 IGCSE Lang
Exam Skills
– EL2 (6/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 B(6/6 wks)

31

13

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 C(1/6 wks)

20
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 C (1/6wks)
14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 C(1/6 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 C(3/4 wks)
1
9-10 IGCSE
Transactional
Writing
– EB4 A (6/6wks)

14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 B(6/6 wks)

26
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 C(3/4 wks)
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 B (5/6 wks)
12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (11/15 wks)
14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 C(1/6 wks)

2
GOOD FRIDAY

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(6/8wks)
12:30-13:30 An
Inspector Calls
Revision
-EM2 (8/8 wks)
14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 C(4/4 wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (12/15 wks)
Easter Break
APRIL
19
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (13/15 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 C(2/4 wks)
25
9-10 IGCSE
Transactional
Writing
– EB4 A (5/6wks)

Intensive
– EL3 (10/15 wks)

21

22
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 C (1/6wks)

23
9-10 Analysing
Poetry
– EB7 C(4/4 wks)

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 B (6/6 wks)
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3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (13/15 wks)

14

26
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (14/15 wks)

27
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 C (2/6wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 C(2/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 C(2/6 wks)

28

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (14/15 wks)

-ES2 A(7/8wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (12/15 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 D(1/4 wks)
29
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 C (2/6wks)

14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 C(2/6 wks)
30
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 C (1/6 wks)

10:30-11:30
Shakespeare
Romeo and
Juliet Revision
-ES2 A(8/8wks)

12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (13/15 wks)

14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 D(2/4 wks)
MAY
3
Early May Bank
Holiday

4
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 C (3/6wks)

5

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 C(3/6 wks)

6
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 C (3/6wks)
14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 D(3/4 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 C(3/6 wks)

7
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 C (2/6 wks)
12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (14/15 wks)
14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 C(4/6 wks)

15

10
9-10 IGCSE Lang
Intensive
– EL1 (15/15 wks)

11
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 C (4/6wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 C(3/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 C(4/6 wks)

12

13
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 C (4/6wks)
14-15 Analysing
Non-Fiction
– EB6 D(4/4 wks)

3:30-4:30 IGCSE
Lang Intensive
– EL1 (15/15 wks)
16

14
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 C (3/6 wks)
12:30-13:30 IGCSE Lit
Intensive
– EL3 (15/15 wks)
14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 C(5/6 wks)

17

18
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 C (5/6wks)

19
9-10 Lang Prep
-EE1 A (1/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 C(4/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 C(5/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Shakespeare
– EI5 A(1/6 wks)

20
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 C (5/6wks)

21
10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 C (4/6 wks)
14-15 Intro to
Drama
- EI2 C(6/6 wks)

13:30-14:30 Lit
prep
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17

24

25
9-10 SPaG
-EB8 C (6/6wks)

-EE2 A (1/6 wks)
26
9-10 Lang Prep
-EE1 A (2/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 C(5/6 wks)

14-15 Intro to
Poetry
– EI1 C(6/6 wks)

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Shakespeare
– EI5 A(2/6 wks)

27
9-10 Foundation
Transactional
Writing
– EB3 C (6/6wks)

28

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 C (5/6 wks)

13:30-14:30 Lit
prep
-EE2 A (2/6 wks)
JUNE
31

1

18
10:30-11:30 Foundation
Creative Writing
– EB1 C(6/6 wks)

7

2
9-10 Lang Prep
-EE1 A (3/6 wks)

3

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Shakespeare
– EI5 A(3/6 wks)

8

13:30-14:30 Lit
prep
-EE2 A (3/6 wks)
9
9-10 Lang Prep
-EE1 A (4/6 wks)

4

10:30-11:30 Intro to
19th Century Lit
- EI3 C (6/6 wks)

10

11

17

18

24

25

10:30-11:30 Intro to
Shakespeare
– EI5 A(4/6 wks)

14

15

13:30-14:30 Lit
prep
-EE2 A (4/6 wks)
16
9-10 Lang Prep
-EE1 A (5/6 wks)
10:30-11:30 Intro to
Shakespeare
– EI5 A(5/6 wks)

21

22

13:30-14:30 Lit
prep
-EE2 A (5/6 wks)
23
9-10 Lang Prep
-EE1 A (6/6 wks)
10:30-11:30 Intro to
Shakespeare
– EI5 A(6/6 wks)
13:30-14:30 Lit
prep
-EE2 A (6/6 wks)
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